
MULTIPLICATION	AND	CHARGE	
AVALANCHE	
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Mul4plica4on		
•  Ionisa*on	gave	us	just	a	few	electrons+ions	per	mm	of	gas.	We	have	transported	them	to	the	

read-out,	hopefully	not	losing	too	many.		
•  But	...	if	we	collect	them	directly	on	a	read-out	electrode,	the	current	will	be	*ny.		

•  We	need	to	mul*ply	them.		

•  Requires	fields	where	the	electron	energy	occasionally	is	sufficient	to	ionise.		

•  1901:	Gas	mul*plica*on	by	John	Townsend	
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Sir	John	Sealy	
Edward	
Townsend	
(1868-1957)	



Avalanche	Mul4plica4on	
The	electrons	produced	by	primary	ioniza*on	gain	

enough	energy	to	create	other	(secondary)	e-ion	
pairs	in	secondary	ioniza*on	events	

(Secondary)	Electron	Energy	minimum	~	20-30eV	
•  α	:	probability	for	a	primary	electron	to	create	a	

secondary	electron	per	unit	lenght		(Townsend	
coefficient)	

•  dn	=	n0*α*dx	!	n=n0*exp(αx)	

•  M=n/n0	=	exp(αx)																				Gain	
–  n0=	number	of	primary	electrons	
–  Max	gain	in	standard	condi*ons	=	108		(αx=20)		
–  A]er	this	value,	breakdown	occurs	and	a	con*nous	

discharge	affects	the	detector	(Raether	limit)	

–  The	gain	per	unit	lenght	depends	just	on	the	
Townsend	coefficient	that	is	determined	by	the	
electric	field	(thus	by	the	applied	voltage,	once	the	
gas	has	been	fixed)	

–  Various	theore*cal	model	has	been	developed	to	
define	the	dependence	of	α	from	the	electric	field	!	
not	trivial	

α(E)	is	determined	by	the	
excita*on	and	ioniza*on	cross	
sec*on	of	the	electrons	in	the	gas.	
It	depends	also	on	various	and	
complex	energy	transfer	
mechanisms	between	gas	
molecules.	It	has	to	be	measured	
for	every	gas	mixtures	



Avalanche	Mul4plica4on	
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•  The	high	mobility	of	electrons	results	
in	liquid-drop-like	avalanche,	with	
electrons	at	the	head	

•  Due	to	the	difference	in	the	
mobility	of	electrons/ions		

•  Mean	free	path	(to	secondary	
ioniza*on):	λion		

•  Drop-like	shape	of	an	avalanche	

•  Probability	of	an	ioniza*on	per	unit	
path	length:	

	α	=	1/λion		First	Townsend	coefficient	

Townsend	coefficient	=:	probability	per	
unit	length	that	an	electron	creates	an	
addi4onal	electron.		



First	Townsend	coefficient	–	Amplifica4on	
Factor		
•  Primary	electrons	in	high	electric	fields	reach	enough	energy	to	produce	ionisa*on	→	

secondary	electrons,	they	may	produce	further	electrons	→	avalanche	forma*on	
•  The	first	Townsend	coefficient	α	is	the	number	of	electron	ion	pairs	produced	by	a	primary	

electron	per	path	length:	

•  σi	depends	on	the	electron	energy,	the	electron	energy	is	given	by	the	accelera*on	in	the	
electric	field	depending	on	the	posi*on	within	the	detector	→	α	=	α(x)	depends	on	posi4on	
in	the	detector	

•  	α		depends	on	the	gas	density!	
•  Number	of	produced	electrons	and	amplifica*on	factor	A		
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	λion	=1/N*σi	

	α	=	1/λion		



First	Townsend	α	in	Ar-CO2		

•  α	=	number	of	e-	an	
avalanche	e-	creates	per	
cm.		

•  Adding	CO2	reduces	the	
gain.	

•  Calculated	by	Magboltz	for	
Ar/CO2	at	3	bar.		
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First	Townsend	coefficient	–	Examples		
•  First	Townsend	coefficient	as	func*on	of	the	reduced	electric	field	strength	for	various	noble	

gases	and	Argon	with	different	admixtures:		
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The	Townsend	coefficient	is	propor*onal	to	the	gas	density	and	therefore	to	the	pressure	P.	
The	ra*o	α/P	is	a	func*on	of	the	reduced	electric	field		



First	Townsend	coefficient	parameteriza4on	
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	α	/P=Ae	–BP/E	

	α	=kNε
ε	=average	electron	energy	

Α	Depends	also	on	pressure	and	temperature.	
Given	the	double	exponen*al	dependence	of	the	gain	on	P,T,	even	a	small	increase	in	T,P	
could	affect	significantly	the	gain			



Does	this	reproduce	the	measurements	?	
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Ar	-	CH4	 Ar	-	CO2	
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Many	complex	processes	can	occurr	in	Argon	and	other	gas	molecules	due	to	the	
energe4c	structure		



Amplifica4on:	Penning	Effect	
•  The	Penning	effect	occurs	in	gas	mixtures,	in	which	a	metastable	excited	state	of	one	gas	

component	is	energe4cally	higher	than	the	ioniza4on	energy	of	the	second	gas	
component.	
–  Usually	the	(polyatomic)	gas		molecules	have	lower	ioniza*on	poten*al	wrt	to	the	noble	gases			

•  The	excited	gas	atoms	ionize	the	second	gas	through	collisions	→	increase	of	the	number	of	
electron	ion	pairs.		

•  Penning	gas	mixtures	consist	typically	of	a	noble	gas	(in	most	cases	Ar)	and	a	low	
concentra*on	admixture	of	a	molecular	gas	(lowe	ionizing	poten*al).		

•  Example:		
–  Argon,	metastable	states	at	11.55,	13,	14	eV	with	admixture	of	Isobutane	I=10.7	eV	

•  However,	excita*on	of	vibra*on	and	rota*on	states	in	molecular	gases	reduces	energy	
available	for	ioniza*on.		
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A*+B!A+B++	e	 A	

B	
Energy	A*	>>	IB	 B	



Amplifica4on:	Penning	Effect	
•  Amplifica*on	in	a	mixture	of	Ar	(85%)	and	CO2	(15%)	with	different	admixtures	of	N2:		
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Penning	effect:		
Ar*+CO2	➞Ar+CO2

+	+e–		

Points:	measurements		
Dashed	lines:	simula*on	without	Penning	effect		
Con*nuous	lines:	simula*on	with	Penning	effect		

A.	Andronic	et	al.,	Nucl.	Instr.	Meth.	A	523	,	302	(2004)		



Some	detailed	examples	of	Penning	Effect	
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Ar*	3p54s	can	transfer	to	iC4H10,	
C3H8	and	C2H6;	

•  two	4s	are	metastable,	the	two	
others	live	2.6	ns	and	8.6	ns;	

Ar*	3p54p	can	also	ionise	CH4;	

•  4p	decays	to	4s	with	a	life*me	of	
20-40	ns;	

Ar*	3p53d	can	in	addi4on	transfer	to	
CO2;	

•  radia*ve	3d	decays	take	~3.5	ns,	
the	others	~50	ns.	

•  For	comparison,	collision	
frequencies	of	Ar*	in	pure	
quencher	are	~100	ps.	

Argon	Others	



Cross-check:	determina4on	of	the	Penning	
parameter	
•  The	Penning	transfer	rate	r(p,c)	is	measured	

by	finding,in	experimental	data,	the	frac4on	
of	excita4ons	to	be	added	to	α:	

•  The	model	parameters	may	be	found	by	
fisng:	
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Penning	parameter	fits	with	data	from	
Tadeusz	Kowalski	et	al.	1992	and	2013.	
At	p	=	1070	hPa.	



Second	Townsend	coefficient	γ		
•  Gas	atoms	which	are	excited	generate	UV	photons:	they	will	induce	photoelectric	effect	in	

the	gas	and	in	walls	→	contribute	to	the	avalanche		
–  Loose	of	propor4onality	in	the	energy	deposit!this	effect	should	be	avoided			

•  Probability	of	an	electron	to	produce	a	photoelectron	is	called	the	second	Townsend	
coefficient	γ	

•  In	the	first	genera*on	the	primary	e-	are	amplified	to	N0A	and	produce	γN0A	photoelectrons	

•  these	are	amplified	in	the	second	genera*on	to	
(γN0A)·A	=γN0A2	electrons	and	create	γ	·(γN0A2)	photoelectrons,	etc.	

•  In	case	of	γA	→	1	a	con4nuous	discharge	occurs,	independent	from	primary	ioniza*on	

•  To	prevent	it:	add	a	quench-gas	which	absorbs	UV	photons,	leading	to	excita4on	and	
radia4onless	transi4ons	(e.g.	CH4,	C4H10,	CO2,	...)			
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Avalanche	breakdown	
•  The	mul*plica*on	factor	cannot	be	increased	limitless	

•  Secondary	ioniza*on	processes	in	the	gas	and	the	extrac*on	of	the	photo-electrons	from	the	
walls	of	the	detector	(produced	by	the	photons	emiwed	in	the	primary	avalanche)	spread	
the	charge	over	the	gas	volume	

•  This	space	charge	distorts	the	original	electric	field	

•  Secondary	avalanche	can	occur	in	front	and	behind	the	first	one	and	may	cause	the	
transi*on	of	the	propor*onal	avalanche	to	the	streamer	and	spark	breakdown,	if	propagated	
along	the	whole	detector	gap	

•  A	phenomelogical	limit	is	given	by	αx<20	(Raether	limit)	or	gain	<10^8	

–  Actually,	given	the	sta*s*cal	nature	of	the	avalanche	development,	the	breakdown	occurs	for	
gains>10^6		
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Recipe	for	the	gas	mixture	choice	
•  Noble	gas	

–  Easily	ionezable	

–  Do	not	absorb	electron	produced	in	the	ioniza*on	(no	awaching)	

–  No	polymeriza*on	

–  No	flammable	nor	toxic,	chemically	inert	

–  Abundant,	cheap	

•  Molecules	with	many	vibra4onal/rota4onal	modes	
–  Absorbs	UV	photons	produced	by	the	de-excita*ons	of	the	gas	atoms,	thus	avoiding	discharge	

–  Thanks	to	the	Penning	effect,	can	increase	the	gain	

–  Thanks	to	the	Ramsauer	effect,	can	increase	the	dri]	velocity	

–  Problems:	polymeriza*on,	dissocia*on,	awachment,	flammables		

"  CO2:	not	flammable,		easily	available,	no	polymeriza*on	
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Avalanche	sta4s4cs	
•  Sta*s*cal	varia*on	of	the	path	covered	during	the	ionizing	collisions	in	the	avalanche	

development	can	generate	fluctua*ons	around	the	average.	
•  Let’s	consider	an	avalanche	ini*ated	by	a	single	electron	

–  n=#	electrons	in	the	avalanche	
–  s=path	covered	by	the	single	electron	
–  1/α=mean	distance	between	ionisa4ons		

•  P(n,s)=		probability	that	the	single	electron	cause	n	ionizing	events	in	the	path	

•  P(1,s)=e-αs																																					Probability	to	not	to	have	an	avalanche	
•  P(2,s)=e-αs(1-e-αs)												Probability	to	have	a	ioniza4on	(2	electrons)	
•  P(n,s)=e-αs(1-e-αs)n-1													Probability	to	have	n	ioniza4on	(n	electrons)	

•  <n>=1*eαs																																							mean	number	of	electrons	aAer	a	path	s	
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Yule-Furry	distribu*on	



Avalanche	sta4s4cs	
•  If	the	avalanche	is	started	by	N	electrons,	the	corresponding	size	distribu*on	can	be	obtained	as	a	

convolu*on	of	N	independent	exponen*al	

•  Signed{n}	is	the	average	avalanche	size	for	one	electron	
•  For	N	primary	electrons:	average	avalanche	size	is	N*Signed{n}	
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Avalanche	sta4s4cs	
•  It	has	been	observed	that	experimentally	that	the	single	electron	avalanche	distribu*on	can	

evolve	from	exponen*al	into	a	peaked	shape	for	very	high	value	of	the	gain	
–  High	gain!	high	α	!small	distance	between	ionizing	events	

•  The	avalanche	probability	follows	the	Polya	distribu4on	

•  θ	paratmeter.	θ !0,	P(x, θ)	it’s	an	exponen*al				
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70V/(cm*Torr)	

105V/(cm*Torr)	

90V/(cm*Torr)	

426/(cm*Torr)	

Evolu4on	of	the	
avalanche	size	
from	exp	to	Polya	



Opera4on	mode	
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Modes	of	opera*on,	depending	on	the	strength	of	the	
electric	field	i.e.	to	the	voltage	applied	to	the	electrodes		 The collected charged is proportional to 

the energy loss of the incoming particle  

At 0 V the electron-ion pairs recombine 

The number of electron-ion pairs is flat 
wrt to the Electric field ! working 
region of the ioniziation chambers  

The electric field is so high that the 
electrons produced by the ionizing 
radiation gain sufficient energy to ionize 
nearby atoms (secondary ionization) ! 
this can ionize other atmos !An avalanche 
is created by the charge multiplication 

The spatial charge of the avalanche 
distorts the electric field ! the 
proportionality wrt the incident radiation 
is lost.   

Several discharge can occur in the gas 
(further than the one triggered by the 
incident radiation) because of photons 
emitted by de-exciting atoms that can 
extract electrons by the electrodes. A 
quenching gas can be added to drain these 
phenomena, so the output current has 
always the same amplitude.  



Signal	
hwps://indico.cern.ch/event/40444/awachments/810356/1110548/
detector_seminar_Werner_Riegler.pdf		
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Signal	in	gas	detectors	
•  Remains	reading	the	signals	induced	by	the	electrons	and	ions	moving	around	in	the	

chamber.		
•  The	charge	of	the	electrons	and	ions	tries	to	change	the	voltage	of	the	electrodes.		

•  The	electronics	compensates	for	this	by	supplying	charge.		
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Charge	induc4on	
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Charge	induc4on	
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Charge	induc4on	
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The	problem	
•  In	a	real	par*cle	detector,	the	

electrodes	(wires,	cathode	strips,	
silicon	strips,	plate	electrodes	...)	are	
not	grounded	but	they	are	connected	
to	readout	electronics	and	
interconnected	by	other	discrete	
elements.	

•  Ques*on:	What	are	the	voltages	
induced	on	metal	electrodes	by	a	
charge	q	moving	along	a	trajectory	
x(t),	in	case	these	metal	electrodes	
are	connected	by	arbitrary	linear	
impedance	components	?		
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Formalizing	the	solu4on	
1.  We	first	calculate	the	currents	induced	on	

grounded	electrodes.		
2.  Then	we	have	to	place	these	currents	as	

ideal	current	sources	on	a	circuit	containing	
the	discrete	components	and	the	mutual	
electrode	capacitances		
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=



Current	induc4on	(1)	
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Current	induc4on	
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The	charge	induced	on	the	electrodes	
has	a	constraint	given	by	



The	Shockley-Ramo	theorem	
Proper*es	of	the	current	induced	in	an	electrode:		

•  propor*onal	to	the	charge	Q;		

•  propor*onal	to	the	velocity	of	the	charge	v⃗;		
•  dependent	on	the	geometry.	This	leads	to:		

														I	=	−	Q	v⃗	⋅	E⃗	W													(the	sign	is	mere	conven*on)	

•  Ew	is	the	weigh4ng	electric	field.	Each	electrode	has	its	own	weigh*ng	field	(depends	on	the	
geometry);		

•  Ew		is	the	electric	field	obtained		
–  sepng	to	1	the	electric	poten4al	of	the	interested	electrode	

–  	by	sepng	to	0	the	electric	poten4al	to	all	the	other	electrodes.	

•  This	is	plausible	considering	examples,	and	is	proven	using	Green's	reciprocity		
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